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5 love languages printable worksheets

Could you and your partner’s romantic spark use a boost? Whether you’re quarantined together or worlds away, letting your special someone know how much you treasure them (and feeling that affection in return) isn’t always easy. If it’s ever felt like you two are speaking different languages when it comes to how you communicate love,
the truth is, you very well might be!  In Dr. Gary Chapman’s groundbreaking work, “The Five Love Languages: How to Express Commitment to Your Mate,” he categorizes five general ways romantic partners express and experience love: Words of Affirmation Quality Time Acts of Service Receiving Gifts Physical Touch To help explore
what each of these means and how to incorporate them in your own love story, we reached out to Donna Keehn, a licensed marriage and family therapist. Keehn frequently utilizes the concept of love languages when working with her clients, and considers them a wonderful tool to play with. As it turns out, the insight they offer can bring
both immediate and lasting positive change to any relationship dynamic.  Meet the Expert Donna Keehn is a licensed marriage and family therapist based in California. Her private practice specializes in depression, anxiety, substance abuse, trauma, anger management, relationships, and attachment disorders. Prior to becoming a
psychotherapist, Keehn held corporate roles at IBM and New Balance. “So much of the time, especially in working with couples, each partner has no idea of their own love language, let alone their partner’s love language, which can leave both feeling continually disregarded, unappreciated, and unloved despite trying hard to connect,”
Keehn explains. “That’s why I believe it’s so important to understand our own love language, as the more self-awareness we have, the more emotional intelligence we have...the more we can connect to others, including our romantic partner, in healthy ways.” Below, Keehn dives into all five categories with tips for integrating each into your
life and recommends paying close attention to which category best reflects how you like to give and receive love. “Typically, people who connect with this love language value feeling appreciated, loved, and understood by their romantic partners through verbal acknowledgments (aka showing affection through words),” says Keehn. To get
a sense of this love language in action, she shares how “tender ‘I love you’s,’ heartfelt compliments, and words of encouragement, support, and appreciation” are all perfect examples.  As for incorporating this love language into your relationship, Keehn has good news: “This love language can be so easily expressed, and in so many
ways!” She suggests using a variety of mediums to share meaningful words with your partner, such as social media platforms, texting, handwritten notes, and, of course, simply speaking to them directly.  “People who resonate with this love language value feeling fully seen, accepted, and adored through sharing intentional time with their
partner free of phones, television, and social media,” says Keehn. Laughing, she adds, “Just step away from the screens!” While sometimes difficult to cultivate given all of the distractions around us, there are plenty of ways big and small to honor this love language and find one on one time: “A brief moment of intense connection, deep
conversations with focused eye contact, a planned getaway where privacy abounds adds up...anything that fosters active and intentional time to connect give undivided attention is perfect.”  You know the phrase “actions speak louder than words”? That’s this love language’s motto! “Acts of Service is the love language of doing things for
your partner, most often in an attempt to make their lives easier,” explains Keehn. “If this is your primary love language, you value feelings of being deeply cherished, appreciated, and not being taken for granted.” To connect with a partner who “speaks” this love language, try to provide comfort in times of stress, and proactively look for
opportunities to lighten their load “even if it means having to go out of your way” encourages Keehn.  Receiving Gifts is the love language of gift-giving and, don’t stress, a gift’s worth isn’t attached to a price tag here. As Keehn explains, “A common misconception of this love language is that the gift must have a dollar value (the higher the
monetary value, the better the gift) but, in reality, it’s all about the perceived value in terms of thoughtfulness.”  Receiving gifts doesn't refer solely to physical presents. Whether it’s a giant bouquet of your love’s favorite flowers or a text of that same flower’s emoji at a random hour, it genuinely is all about the thought that counts.  She adds,
“People who have Receiving Gifts as their primary love language often talk about the symbolism behind the gifts, and the emotions they invoke, including joy, laughter, and feeling really seen and valued.” The key to being a gift-giver in this dynamic is in making sure a gift really “reflects your partner’s world, their interests, their desires,
their favorite things/experiences, etc.”  “First things first, let’s get this clear,” laughs Keehn, “the love language of Physical Touch encompasses so much more than sexual intimacy!” She explains, “Physical Touch can also be thought of as Meaningful Touch, and this love language is really about showing love through physical expressions
[such as] holding hands, kissing, hugging, cuddling, and more.” What people who have Physical Touch as their primary love language ultimately value is “the deep emotional intimacy they experience with their partners when touch is involved, whether it be non-sexual or sexual in nature.”  As for a fun way to explore this love language? “I
tell couples to turn in toward each other (full-on eye contact) along with some physical touch (such as holding hands), for thirty seconds (I set a timer),” says Keehn. “Without fail, they are shocked at how deeply connected they can feel in that short of time [and how] the feeling of connectedness carries them through thick and thin and
beyond!”  Christmas lessons and activities are great motivational techniques. Some of the best activities in an inclusional classroom include brainstorming activities. When you provide students with the opportunity to brainstorm, you are actually using differentiated instruction. Brainstorms work well for gifted learners, mainstream learners
and disabled learners. Use the Printable Activity PDF or try some of the suggestions below. 1. How many different Christmas words can you think of? 2. How many different things can you put on a Christmas tree? 3. What realistic types of gifts do you want this year and why? 4. How many different things can you do on the Christmas
holiday? 5. How many different foods can you think of for Christmas? 6. Why is Christmas special to you? 7. How many different Christmas songs can you think of? 8. How many words can you find using only the letters in the word Christmas? 9. List all your different memories of Christmas. 10. Think of all the different things that happen
at your house at Christmas. (Types of decorations, visitors etc.) Brainstorms can be in writing or done in small or large groups in the classroom. All students have the chance to feel successful during brainstorm types of activities. Halloween worksheets can be used in the classroom or at home to teach math, vocabulary, and listening skills
to children of all ages. They'll make learning more fun and are a nice break from the everyday worksheets. These worksheets are all free to print. In a matter of a few minutes, you'll have a fun and free educational activity all ready to go. There are Halloween-themed worksheets for math, puzzles, bingo, reading comprehension, writing
prompts, and trivia. No matter what the age of your students, you should be able to find some free worksheets that they'll enjoy. Tim Hall/Cultura/Getty Images These Halloween worksheets are all about teaching children math in a fun way that has them counting pumpkins and subtracting ghosts. Mix up some Halloween fun and math
facts into your cauldron and your children or students won't be able to resist. These worksheets reinforce number recognition, counting, skip counting, addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, word problems, patterns, algebra, and geometry. Jacob Wackerhausen/E+/Getty Images WorksheetsPLUS has several free Halloween
worksheets that are passages followed by questions about the reading. You can print these or let the kids take the quizzes online for immediate feedback. These worksheets are recommended for children in 2-4 grades. Answers are provided. There are also some other Halloween worksheets here that cover counting, rhyming, grammar,
and more. Jutta Klee / Getty Images The Holiday Zone has some great writing prompts and story starters for Halloween. These will really get the kids thinking and imagining.  Make answering these writing prompts even more fun by pairing them with some free Halloween writing paper from Teachers Pay Teachers that they can use to
answer the question or tell their story. Kinzie+Riehm/Image Source/Getty Images Trivia Champ has an impressive collection of Halloween quiz worksheets that you can print as a PDF or even play as an online game. These Halloween worksheets include trivia over ghosts, werewolves, vampires, Halloween movies, candy, monsters,
around the world celebrations, and more. All the answers are provided at the end. mediaphotos / Getty Images If you're looking for something a bit different, you'll want to check out these free, printable Halloween music worksheets from My Fun Piano Studio. They use Halloween songs to help children read music and learn notes.
filmstudio/E+/Getty Images Teachers Pay Teachers has thousands of Halloween worksheets that you can print for free. You'll find worksheets over math, language arts, foreign language, art and music, science, and social studies. You can narrow down your search by filtering by grade level and subject. Sorting options include rating,
popularity, and date. Katarzyna Bialasiewicz/Getty Images  Here you'll find Halloween worksheets as well as classroom and bulletin board decorations, lesson plans, reading books, book units, board games, printables, and lots of fun Halloween activities for preschoolers up to middle schoolers.
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